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The Big Burl

O

n occasion, while walking in the
woods, you may have noticed a
tree trunk or branch interrupted
by a gnarly bulge that looks like a tumor.
That’s what it is: a cancer-like growth
called a burl, caused usually by stress,
disease, or a fungus. Usually the tree continues growing despite it, unless a savvy
logger or woodworker spots it. Burls are
prized for the grain inside them that curls
and swirls and often develops interesting
character suitable for bowls, sculpture,
and furniture.
The average burl can be cut out of its
trunk and carried by a human. Not so
with the Big Burl, which grew around a
yellow birch in the Mount Tabor section
of the Green Mountain National Forest.
“It was a dandy,” says Frank Thompson,
who works as a timber check cruiser for
the Green Mountain National Forest. “It
was growing near the ground, and the
trunk above it was more than 40 inches
in diameter. The tree wasn’t unusually
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tall for a yellow birch, but it
was unusually thick.” The burl
itself, he adds, “was the biggest
one I’ve ever seen.”
Roughly seven feet in
diameter, seven feet tall, and
22 feet in circumference, the
Big Burl was estimated to weigh at least
8,000 pounds. The first man who tried
to retrieve it cut it from the parent tree,
skidded it to a bank near Forest Road 10
in Mount Tabor, and then tried to lift it
with a logging truck’s cherry-picker. It
broke the boom. So he tried cutting the
burl into pieces, but it defeated his saw.
Thus, the Big Burl sat on the roadside for
a few years, amazing passers-by, until Bob
Gasperetti heard about it.
Gasperetti, a custom furniture maker in
Mount Tabor and self-proclaimed “wood
head,” saw in the Big Burl a mother lode
of wonderfulness. “I wanted it because I
love unique wood, especially wood with
a story,” he says. Some wood, like some
stone, is so intrinsically gorgeous that
people collect it as art. Gasperetti not

Dave Birdsall cuts the Big Burl; Bob
Gasperetti bookmatched pieces of the Big
Burl to create this table (inset).
only collects specimens to appreciate but
also seeks out fine hardwoods for his
furniture. He specializes in crafting custom pieces for people who own a “special
tree longing to be hewn into something
magnificent.”
The Big Burl was indeed special, and
it satisfied his artist’s eye, his craftsman’s
hands, and his businessman’s sense of
economy. “I hate waste,” he declares. For
that reason alone he would have saved
the Big Burl from rotting in the forest.
But the artist in him gives the real reason:
“The value of this burl is its uniqueness
and natural form.”

He first had to obtain a permit to
move the burl, after which he hired Davey
McClellan of Mount Tabor to winch it
onto a flatbed car hauler. The burl almost
broke McClellan’s truck, too, when it
thumped off the bank onto the unsupported tail of the flatbed. Then came
the challenge of converting it into wood
that Gasperetti could use. Nobody in the
region had a chainsaw bar long enough
to cut the Big Burl. Out West, however,
where they still have mammoth trees, one
could be obtained. So Gasperetti worked
with master sawyer Dave Birdsall, a forester from nearby Tinmouth, to acquire a
42-inch bar for his chainsaw.
“Dave was noticeably unsure when
he fired it up,” Gasperetti says of the
now-mighty saw. Birdsall persevered and
bucked the Big Burl into chunks that
his Wood-Mizer portable sawmill could
accommodate. This produced a stack
of “bookmatched” slabs ideal for tables.
“Those best showcase the burl’s features,”
Gasperetti says. “I’ll use the stranger pieces for legs and bases.”
Because of its time spent waiting by
the side of the road, the Big Burl had
developed a lot of spalting, dark outlines
and squiggles against the wood’s natural
color that are formed when different fungal strains meet within the wood. “Yellow
birch is a two-tone wood to begin with,”
Gasperetti explains, “and this came with
interesting forms and graining, along
with the spalting. Different parts had different figures.”
Before it could be fashioned into anything, the lumber had to be dried – a
process that involves stacking the slabs
with stickers in between to allow air
circulation. Within nine months, the Big
Burl’s 6-quarter boards (1½-inch thick)
air-dried to workability, more quickly
than expected. “Perhaps because the tree
started drying as it died; perhaps because
it sat on the side of the road for years,”
Gasperetti speculates.
A lot of it couldn’t be used, owing to
shape, rot, and previous cuts made by the
first sawyer.
Still it has yielded enough material for
10 finished pieces of furniture so far, and
Gasperetti believes he can make 20 more.
The largest is a four-foot-wide dining table

composed of two bookmarked slabs with
the “live edge” showing. Burlwood is almost
always used in its natural form instead of
being milled into boards. But often it is difficult to craft because of its irregular grain.
The Big Burl, Gasperetti notes, has proven
to be “astonishingly stable.”
The biggest burls in the world are
claimed by Port McNeil in British
Columbia, which has a pair from two
ancient Sitka spruce trees. One burl,
approx. 45 feet in circumference, weighs
an estimated 22 tons; the other, approximately 60 feet in circumference, weighs an
estimated 30 tons. Nobody will be making those into furniture. Instead, they are
tourist destinations on Vancouver Island.
Carolyn Haley

More photos of the Big Burl can be found on
Gasperetti’s website (www.gasperetti.com).

Long-Distance Fliers

O

n a remote mountaintop in the
Dominican Republic, a group of
biologists crouched in the undergrowth and played pre-recorded bird calls.
In the dim light came a reply: Pweer…..
pweer….. pweer. A bird darted across the
forest opening toward the recording only
to meet a fine mesh net in mid-flight.
The biologists from the Vermont Center
for Ecostudies shined the beam of their
headlamps on the net, and there was a
small, olive-brown bird with a spotted
breast, a rare Bicknell’s thrush.
This wasn’t just any Bicknell’s thrush.
It was one familiar to these biologists, the
small metal band on its leg etched with
a number telling the incredible story.
They had captured this same bird just six
months previously on Mount Mansfield,
its breeding grounds.
Weighing just one ounce, this bird had
recently flown nearly 2,000 miles to this
mountaintop, a feat it will repeat every
fall of its life. Then, in the spring, it will
fly another 2,000 miles back north.
Bicknell’s thrushes aren’t the only
long-distance migrants that frequent the
Northern Forest – many other species
migrate even farther. They travel by day

and night across vast stretches of land
and sea. They navigate using mental star
charts, magnetic fields, angles of ultraviolet light emitted by the setting sun
and invisible to us, familiar landscapes,
and perhaps other seemingly magical
methods. Worshiped as gods, written
into poetry, painted on canvas, studied by scientists, and loved by birders,
migrating birds are a marvel. There are
nearly 10,000 bird species in the world,
and about half of them migrate. From
warblers to waterfowl, hummingbirds to
hawks – each is a remarkable story.
Take the blackpoll warbler. Hold two
nickels and a dime in your hand; that is
about how much a blackpoll weighs while
it is raising its young each summer. This
black-capped songbird nests in the mountain forests of New England and New York
(and across the North Woods to Alaska.)
With the coming of frost, blackpolls move
southward to congregate along the eastern
seaboard. Those from Alaska will have
already flown more than 3,000 miles, but
the migration doesn’t end here. This is a
bird that only knows one season, summer,
so the seacoast is just the place to check in
for rest and relaxation.
Gorging on insects and berries, blackpolls soon double their weight. “They
actually feel soft and pudgy in your hand,”
said Trevor Lloyd-Evans, a biologist at
the Manomet Center for Conservation
Sciences who has studied bird migration
along the Massachusetts coast for over 30
years. They’ll bulge with fat from throat to
the tail, preparing for the sign to depart,
which arrives as a cold front from the
north.
With favorable tailwinds, the birds
depart over the Atlantic. Radar data has
shown migrating blackpolls flying at an
altitude of 2,600 feet within four hours
of their departure, rising to 6,500 feet
by the time they pass over Bermuda.
As they approach the Tropic of Cancer,
the winds shift to the northeast, allowing for drift toward the Lesser Antilles
and South America. There, flight above
13,000 feet helps them avoid the headwinds common at lower altitudes. Some
blackpolls have been recorded reaching
20,000 feet over Antigua. Descending
as they approach South America over
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